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Introduction
City of Newcastle’s (CN) new Economic
Development Strategy (EDS) will be radically
transformed from previous versions; reimagining the
traditional approach of local government to
economic development. Fundamentally, our view is
that the success of any local economy is built on
the talent, skills and ingenuity of its people. These
skills lead to innovation, creativity, and ultimately
the formation of new economic opportunities.
Investing in people is the priority, providing
opportunities to local populations and attracting /
supporting new people to the area.

Throughout its history, Newcastle has demonstrated
itself to be a proud and resilient population. We have
rebounded from crises like the Newcastle Earthquake
in 1989, the closure of BHP Steelworks in 1999 and the
Pasha Bulka storms in 2007. On each occasion, new
opportunities were created by the talent and
ingenuity of our people. However, never have we
faced an economic crisis with the depth and breadth
of impacts and disruption like COVID-19. Prior to the
crisis, Newcastle had strong economic fundamentals,
with an unemployment rate of 3.6%1 and the strongest
level of business confidence in the state2. However,
the local effects from the COVID-19 crisis on the
people of Newcastle are acute and severe:

Key Newcastle LGA statistics:
Almost 1 in 10 Novocastrians are unemployed3
Almost 1 in 5 if you’re aged 18-25 years 4
11,000+ people are on JobSeeker or Youth Allowance5
42% of businesses on JobKeeper (prior to the September deadline)6
These headline statistics conceal significant increases in underemployment and
reduction of paid hours for much of the local workforce.
Women, people from Non-English speaking backgrounds, people living with disability
and others experiencing social disadvantage (such as casualised employment
conditions) have been disproportionately impacted.

City of Newcastle

All levels of government have a role to play in responding to the crisis.
At a local government level, we view our responsibility as providing targeted
support and leadership for our local community and creating the environment for
change and realignment.
CN responded to the immediate economic crisis by delivering a $5.5 million
Community and Economic Resilience Package with a range of programs designed to
support community well-being and maximise cash flow to vulnerable residents. CN
was a first mover, with our programs endorsed six days before the announcement of
the JobKeeper initiative. Full details, including an independent evaluation of our
programs (due late November) will be available on CN’s website.

1 Data from Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS] (2020), ‘Labour Force. Australia. Detailed’, August 2020. Available from website.
2 Data from Business NSW (2019), ‘Business Conditions Survey – December 2019’. Available from website.
3 Data from Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS] (2020), ‘Labour Force. Australia. Detailed’, August 2020. Available from website.
4 ibid
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5 Department of Social Services - JobSeeker and Youth Allowance recipients - monthly profile. Accessed from website.
6 Data extracted from Taylor Fry (2020) ‘Where are the businesses most reliant on JobKeeper?’ Accessed from weblink.

CN also provided leadership through the creation and facilitation of a City Taskforce.
Historical examples have shown the critical role a Taskforce can provide in
coordinating and accelerating recovery. CN brought together 17 key city leaders from
across manufacturing, small business, tourism, transport and logistics, arts and
culture, workers, education and community sectors to chart a path for community
and economic recovery. Five work streams were implemented including advocacy
actions, direct industry response grants, developing a new local evidence base, a
range of youth employment programs and most importantly, enabling a
collaboration forum for new ideas. Full details, including an independent evaluation
(due late November) of the City Taskforce will be available on the CN’s website.

We’ve responded to the immediate crisis.
We’ve coordinated city leadership.
Now we are shifting our attention to creating new
opportunities for our city. And we’re seeking your input.

Image: Wiltliving Photography
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EDS in One Page
Vision – Creating new opportunities for all in the 2020s
The Newcastle Opportunity
Our digital prospectus will celebrate the opportunities that exist in Newcastle and
aims to house open data, becoming a central place to access helpful information.

Pillar 1: Enabling Skills

Pillar 2: Enabling Innovation

“For the people”

“The foundations to create your
own opportunity”

NewSkills – program to build opportunities for our
residents to develop new skills.
Talent Attraction – marketing campaign to
attract new talented people to our City.

Innovation Ecosystem – virtual innovation hub, smart
city incubator and a dedicated scale-up landing pad. 
Living Lab – our city as a testbed for Smart City, IoT
(Internet of Things), cleantech and city innovation for
validation through to commercialisation and globalisation.

International networks – investment in Sister City
partnerships, Chambers of Commerce and other
key people and business links.
Inclusive Newcastle – program to drive inclusive
business practices using economic incentives.

Pillar 4: Vibrant City

Pillar 3: City-Shaping Initiatives

“An activated and supportive city for all”

“The business support and infrastructure”

City Analytics Program – our stories and programs
will be evaluated and understood.

City Digital Corridor – high-speed data
connectivity for capacity, competitiveness and
investment in city fibre.

Small Business People Program – a central point
of information between local small businesses and
City of Newcastle.
Facilitating Special Business Rate program and our
Grants / Sponsorship program to enable the city
and suburban commercial precincts to be activated
with promotions, events and industry development.
Program support for existing City of Newcastle
Strategies / Plans including Newcastle After Dark,
Destination Management Plan, Newcastle Live
Music Strategy, Newcastle Safe City Plan and
Newcastle Events Plan.

Gateway Cities Alliance – advocacy. 
Government Relations Advocacy Action Plans
– goals to ensure a robust and evidence-based
proposal supplements key funding asks. 
City of Newcastle Policy Statements
– collaborative governance for the City,
businesses and the community.

City of Newcastle

Underpinning Values
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People-centred

Future focused

Evidence driven

This Discussion Paper:
Economic Development Strategy
(EDS) headlines:
Vision

Creating new economic opportunities for all in the 2020s.

Mission

Empower, retain and attract people with skills of the future. Create a
place where everyone has an opportunity.

Horizon

The EDS provides a ten-year strategy (2020s) to envision a future for
the Newcastle economy. However, the strategy has been designed to
be action-orientated, with each program of work being developed as
a one-year action plan.

Review

The EDS is proposed to be refreshed every five years (next in 2025),
while the action plans will be updated every calendar year.
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The EDS Discussion Paper is designed to provoke
discussion and critical consideration. More than
ever, people are concerned about future economic
opportunities, and want to be part of the solution.
Covid-19 has required us to genuinely collaborate;
creating an opportunity to harness and capitalise
on this new social altruism. As the layer of
government that operates closest to the
community, we are seeking new ideas and
partnership opportunities.

The Discussion Paper, and ensuing stakeholder
engagement activities, will inform the development of
a new EDS, which will be presented to Council in
February 2021. Our new EDS will provide an economic
vision for Newcastle, with close alignment to CN’s
Community Strategic Plan (CSP), as well as the State
Government’s Greater Newcastle Metropolitan Plan
2036 and Hunter Region Plan 2036.

Most importantly, the EDS will be action-orientated, clearly identifying local
goverments role and mandate in implementing new programs / initiatives for the city.
Key metrics of success will be identified and reported.
Through a co-design process with CN’s Strategy and Innovation Committee7, we
have developed three principles to guide the design of our EDS:
People-centred – Programs will place people at the centre with outcomes to benefit
the broad community.
Future focused – Programs will push the boundaries, making Newcastle a place where
we pilot, rework and try again; innovation is fundamental to everything that we do.
Evidence-driven – Data-driven research will inform our programs. Newcastle will be
the most researched and analysed Gateway City in the world; our stories and
programs will be evaluated and understood, becoming models of success for
replication across the world.

With these principles in mind, four program pillars
have been developed, which align to CN’s
Community Strategic Plan:

Pillar One: Enabling Skills
“The future of work is people”

Pillar Two: Enabling Innovation
“The foundations to create your own opportunities”

Pillar Three: City-Shaping Initiatives
“The support and infrastructure to facilitate success”

Pillar Four: Vibrant City
City of Newcastle

“An activated and supportive city for all”

6

7 The Strategy and Innovation Committee was established by the Council to provide advice and guidance on the development
of strategies, and identification of challenges and opportunities, in relation to activation of Newcastle as destination leading in
innovative technologies, smart infrastructure, and high value investment.

Project outline/process
CN will be consulting with local businesses, industry groups and community members
to test and identify actions that we can take to improve opportunities in Newcastle.
Our engagement activities will include the following:

Presentations to industry groups
including the COVID-19 related City
Taskforce, Chambers of Commerce
and business/BIA networks.

Preparation of a draft strategy
followed by public exhibition and
evaluation of public submissions.

Facilitated workshops with local
stakeholders including students to
explore specific actions where
Council could improve business
opportunities.

Online survey to obtain the views
of local businesses, industry and
not-for-profit groups; and the
community with respect to
constraints and future opportunities.

Economic Development Strategy Discussion Paper
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Pillar one:
Enabling Skills
“For the people”
The facts:
Population Growth - Since the start of the millennium, an average of 1,350 additional people have called
Newcastle home each year. Prior to COVID-19, this was projected to increase to more than 1,500 new
Novocastrians each year.8 These figures are currently being revised in light of the COVID-19 reduction in
international migration, combined with a decline in fertility rates. The population impacts for Gateway Cities
like Newcastle are still being analysed but are unlikely to be as severe as the impacts for capital cities.9
Population Ageing - Newcastle is ageing, as our large Baby Boomer population reaches retirement age.
More importantly, Newcastle is reaching the end of what demographers call the ‘First Demographic Dividend’.
From 2021, the number of children and retirees in Newcastle is expected to grow quicker than workers,
shrinking the proportional size of the city’s workforce and potentially constraining local economic activity.10
Brain Drain - The student population continues to leave Newcastle in large numbers. The data shows that
in 2017-18, more people left the Newcastle LGA in the 25-44 age bracket than arrived in the 15-24 age
cohort.11 While opportunities abound in our (pre-COVID-19) global world, the challenge remains to retain
talent in our local economy.
Professional Skills - Newcastle continues to have relatively low levels of tertiary education, with less than
half the population having completed a diploma or university qualification.12 While pathways to education
continue to advance, and do not necessarily require tertiary study, research indicates that the vast majority
of all future jobs will be highly skilled.13

To front up to these challenges, CN is proposing three
programs of work in its Enabling Skills Pillar:
1. NewSkills

City of Newcastle

A program to facilitate / coordinate opportunities for
Newcastle residents to develop new skills that are
valuable to the local economy in the 2020s. While
the Federal Government funds university tertiary
education, and the State Government delivers
tertiary education through TAFE, local government
has an important role to play in facilitating and
coordinating targeted local opportunities. As part of
the Community and Economic Resilience Package,
CN funded 560 places for small business owners and
their staff, as well as a specialised Tourism Product

Development training for 15 local businesses. Both of
these programs have been successful and validate
the role of local government. The NewSkills program
would explore co-funding initiatives with
government / industry in specialised fields to enable
local populations to develop and transition their
skills to current and emerging opportunities. The
program would be guided by a Human Capital
Strategy for the city as we seek to develop a
skills-based labour market in Newcastle14.
Target timeframe: continuation / expansion
of program already implemented as part of
Community and Economic Resilience Package.

8 Data from NSW Department of Planning Population Projections (2019). Available from website.
9 See commentary from Andrew Rossiter, .id Population Experts (2020), ‘How Covid-19 will impact the future population of Peri-urban areas’. Available from website.
10 Data from ABS (2019), ‘Regional Population by Age and Sex’, Catalogue number 3235.0. Available from website.
11 Data from ABS (2019), ‘Regional Population 2017-18’, Catalogue number: 3218.0. Available from website.
12 Data from ABS Census (2016). Accessed via Quick Stats. Available from website.
13 See report from World Economic Forum (2016), ‘The Future of Jobs’. Available from website. Also see commentary from Alexandra Heath, Reserve Bank of Australia. Available from website.
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14 Markle (2018) ‘Skilful State Playbook’, accessed from weblink.

2. Talent Attraction

3. International Networks

A two-part program to attract skilled migrants to
Newcastle, both domestic and international. The first
tranche of the program would involve a marketing
strategy to targeted areas of Australia, promoting
the ‘Newcastle Opportunity’ as a brand to drive
engagement. The second tranche of the program
would target skilled international migrants. Research
indicates that international migrants bring skills and
multiply local job creation.15 We want our city to be a
place where skills are recognised and utilised; with
diversity celebrated. The program would involve
tailored local support for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to hire skilled migrants, particularly
through the Regional Skilled Migration Visa Category.

Establishing new international relationships through
forums such as Sister City partnerships, Chambers of
Commerce and other people / business links which
provide tangible benefits to the economy.

Target timeframe: 2022/23 to align
with expectations of international
borders reopening following COVID-19.

Target timeframe: 2022/23 to align
with expectations of international
borders reopening following COVID-19.

4. Inclusive Newcastle
A program to drive inclusive business practices for
SMEs using economic incentives. The program will
build upon the Youth Employment Charter
developed by the City Taskforce, and potentially use
the Lean in Newy platform to drive incentives.
Inclusive Newcastle would seek to establish an
Inclusive Quality baseline for Newcastle.
Target timeframe: 2021/22

The proposed programs would work in partnership with other CN Strategies and programs,
including the Social Infrastructure Strategy (forthcoming), the Wellbeing Strategy (forthcoming),
and the Disability Inclusion Action Plan.

Discussion questions:
1. What do you see as Council’s role in enabling
local skill acquisition and development?

2. Who should the City of Newcastle be targeting
our talent attraction strategies towards?

3. What incentives could local government provide to Newcastle
businesses to encourage more employment opportunity,
identify their skills needs, and promote social inclusion?

Economic Development Strategy Discussion Paper
15 Treasury Research Institute (2018), ‘Population and immigration over time’, accessed from weblink.
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Pillar two:
Enabling Innovation
“The foundations to create your own opportunity”
The facts:
Innovation conveys how our economy embraces change through the enablers of new knowledge, disruptive
megatrends and technology. In its broadest definition, innovation is an idea driven change that when
implemented, creates a new dimension of performance.16
Newcastle is Australia’s largest and most mature innovation ecosystem outside of a capital city; where
industry, start-ups, local government, and the education sector collaborate to validate innovative solutions
to global problems.
Our city is host to over 180 innovation ecosystem assets that support the experimentation and
commercialisation of innovation: with assets including 25 innovation spaces, 24 programs, 30 organisers
delivering over 203 events, 26 networks, smart infrastructure and 13 support organisations.
Newcastle is rapidly developing as one of Australia’s leading innovation living laboratories and smart cities.
Throughout the last year, more than $50 million in private capital has been invested in Newcastle start-ups.

Of the six proposed precincts, five have been
previously identified as Catalyst Areas by the State
Government in the Greater Newcastle Metropolitan
Plan, and have received Federal / State Government
or Industry funding. The additional location is
Summerhill, which has emerged since the 2018
Metropolitan Plan and has been proposed for its
circular economy opportunities.

City of Newcastle

The Newcastle LGA has an ‘Arc of Innovation’
surrounding the city, which will drive new economic
opportunities into the 2020s. The Arc is defined by six
precincts incorporating Williamtown, Newcastle Port,
Summerhill, Callaghan, John Hunter Hospital and the
City Centre. A place-based approach, which
recognises the strengths and competitive
advantages of these locations, will enable CN to
support these precincts to succeed through
advocacy, strategic planning and confidence
building activities.

10
16 Informed by Startup Genome (2020) ‘The Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2020’, accessed from weblink.

1. Williamtown
Industry focus

Skills

Aerospace / Defence
STEMM, aerospace engineering, advanced manufacturing, project
management, planning and logistics, supply-chain management,
international relations.

Economic
opportunities

Astra Aerolab, which is co-located with Newcastle Airport and the
RAAF Williamtown Base, will become Australia’s pre-eminent space for
innovation in aviation, defence and aerospace-related manufacturing,
maintenance, research and education. With direct airside access and
four of the 57 F-35 Joint Strike Fighters already at the Williamtown
RAAF base, Astra Aerolab estimates that it will deliver 5,500 new jobs
and expand our global connectivity. Stage 1 construction works
commenced in early 2019.

Government
investment

In May 2020, the NSW Government announced a Special Activation
Precinct [SAP] at Williamtown as part of its 20 Year Economic Vision for
Regional NSW. The SAP is 10,000 hectares in size and includes
Newcastle Airport, RAAF Base Williamtown and Astra Aerolab. SAPs
bring together a planning and investment focus on growing jobs and
economic activity in an area. The SAP ensures streamlined planning
approvals and tailored infrastructure investment in areas such as rail,
roads and drainage to support the precinct’s establishment. Assuming
Williamtown receives its fair share of Restart NSW funding, an
estimated $200 million will be invested by the State Government into
the precinct.

More information

Astra Aerolab
NSW Government Special Activation Precinct

2. Newcastle Port
Industry focus
Skills

Renewable energy / hydrogen
STEMM, project management, supply-chain management, energy
resource management, international relations.

Economic
opportunities

The existing port infrastructure has capacity to generate
port-associated industry and regional / local employment
opportunities. Renewable energy / hydrogen has been identified. The
Port of Newcastle is exploring hydrogen industry opportunities as part
of its diversification strategy.

Government
investment

CN has identified a renewable energy precinct as an objective to
partner with the NSW Government in its new Climate Action Plan.

More information

City of Newcastle Climate Action Plan.
Port of Newcastle
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3. Summerhill
Industry focus
Skills

Circular Economy
Advanced manufacturing, STEMM skills, waste management.

Economic
opportunities

Summerhill Waste Management Centre is transforming to become a
resource recovery hub and green energy precinct. The opportunity
exists for industry-led circular economy investment at Summerhill.

Government
investment

CN has funded the development of an organics facility at Summerhill,
which may act as a catalyst for further investment. The proposed
precinct aligns to the principles of the NSW Government Waste 2040
Strategy.

More information

Summerhill Waste Management Centre

4. Callaghan
Industry focus

Skills

City of Newcastle

Research, innovation, project management, digital literacy,
communications

Economic
opportunities

The University of Newcastle is proposing to develop a $207 million
Regional Transformation Hub within the Hunter STEMM Precinct. The
project would create 1,600 – 2,100 jobs during the construction phase
and accommodate 2,300 students, researchers and industry partners
once complete. The Regional Transformation Hub would be a living lab
where industry, researchers, students and trainees work side-by-side
to solve real world problems and create new products and
approaches.

Government
investment

The University of Newcastle, in partnership with key local stakeholders,
are advocating to the State and Federal Government for co-funding /
investment.

More information
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STEMM

University of Newcastle STEMM Regional Transformation Hub

5. John Hunter Hospital
Industry focus
Skills

Health Innovation
Biomedical science, public health, problem solving, communications.

Economic
opportunities

The John Hunter Health and Innovation Precinct will deliver updated
and enhanced facilities providing a larger facility to meet the
demands of the Greater Newcastle, Hunter New England and northern
NSW Regions. The precinct will encourage partnership with key health,
education and research partners.

Government
investment

The NSW Government has committed $780 million for Stage One of the
John Hunter Health and Innovation Precinct. Further funding for Stage
Two is being considered.

More information

Health Infrastructure NSW
Newcastle Herald – concept designs recently released

6. City Centre
Industry focus
Skills

Innovation / Education / Tourism
Research, prototyping, advanced manufacturing, education,
communications, marketing.

Economic
opportunities

The Greater Newcastle Metropolitan Plan identified three activity
clusters for the city centre: (1) a business district in the West End; (2) an
education / innovation precinct in the Civic Precinct; and (3) arts /
tourism opportunities in the East End and Civic Precincts. Collectively,
they are proposed to create 7,750 new jobs.

Government
investment

All levels of government have invested in the deployment of smart city
infrastructure throughout the Newcastle city centre. This infrastructure
underpins the city-scale testbed for technology development and
prototyping. The City Taskforce are advocating to the NSW
Government for the development of a Newcastle Innovation Precinct
that the aligns with the strategic vision of the Sydney Innovation and
Technology Precinct (SITP). In a post COVID-19 world, there is an
opportunity for innovation precincts to be developed outside of
capital cities.

More information

City of Newcastle Destination Management Plan (forthcoming).
University of Newcastle Honeysuckle City Campus Developments
City Taskforce Newcastle Response on Innovation Economy
Smart City Strategy
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To respond to the need to
facilitate new and highly
skilled jobs of the future,
CN is proposing two
programs of work in its
Enabling Innovation
Pillar:
1. Innovation Ecosystem

2. Living Lab

In a post COVID-19 world, there is an opportunity for
innovation precincts to be developed outside of
capital cities. This program involves supporting
startup hubs, identifying and formalising innovation
opportunities for clean tech and smart city start-ups
/ scale-ups, and developing / promoting favourable
business conditions, including first-customer
investment. Proposed programs include a Smart City
Accelerator to fast-track innovative startups and the
development of a ‘landing pad’ for capital city
scale-ups looking for more affordable options.

A framework to support the utilisation of the city as
a testbed for Smart City, IoT, cleantech and city
innovation that needs to be validated to support
commercialisation and global expansion.

Timeframe: Continuation / expansion
of program already underway.

The proposed programs would work in partnership
with other CN Strategies and programs, most
notably, CN’s award-winning Smart City Strategy.
The programs would also align with the detailed
analysis included within the Employment Lands
Strategy.
Timeframe: Continuation / expansion
of program already underway.

Discussion questions:

City of Newcastle

1. How could the City of Newcastle incentivise
innovative scale-ups to relocate to Newcastle?
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2. What further actions could we take to support
the city as a testbed for Smart City, IoT, clean
tech and city innovations?

Pillar three:
City-Shaping Initiatives
“The business support and infrastructure to
facilitate success”
The facts:
Newcastle’s transport gateways provide vital connections regionally, nationally and globally.
Port of Newcastle has been the epicentre of economic activity in the Hunter region since the early 19th
century. Port of Newcastle is the largest port on the Australian east coast with a deep-water shipping
channel, capacity to double trade volumes, available portside land and berth side connections to the
heavy rail network.
Newcastle Airport is a global transport hub, that prior to COVID-19, was used by more than 1.27 million
people annually. The airport is co-located with the RAAF Base Williamtown, home to the new F-35A Joint
Strike Fighter program.
John Hunter Hospital is the principal referral hospital for Greater Newcastle and Northern NSW and the
major trauma and teaching hospital outside Sydney. With support from the Westpac Rescue Helicopter
and NSW Ambulance, the hospital provides a retrieval service for critically ill patients from across the Hunter,
New England and North Coast.
University of Newcastle [UoN] is a research-intensive University focused on improving the quality of life in our
regions and across the globe. The University is currently ranked 197th in the world by the QS World University
Rankings.17 Most notably, 27 per cent of students at UoN come from low socio-economic backgrounds.18
Investment in smart city infrastructure has embedded next generation technologies in the Newcastle city
centre. This includes the physical and network infrastructure for an Internet of Things (IoT) enabled urban
centre, and energy innovation advancing the uptake of renewables and zero emissions technologies. The
smart city infrastructure forms part of the Newcastle Living Lab approach to supporting testing of emerging
technologies and accelerating research and development and commercialisation of business.
Light Rail has delivered unprecedented development investment into the city centre. The monthly average
value of development assessments (DAs) lodged along Hunter Street in the 12 months prior to the
announcement of the heavy rail line closing was approximately $1.4 million. Since then, the average monthly
value of DAs is $14.1 million, resulting in almost $1.38 billion invested into Hunter Street.

17 QS Top Universities 2021 (2020), accessed from weblink.
18 University of Newcastle (2020) ‘Equity and excellence’, accessed from weblink.
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Newcastle is home to globally connected transport infrastructure, nationally recognised health
and education facilities and industry leading Smart City infrastructure. Investment in key city
infrastructure, such as the light rail, has demonstrated the ability of the development market to
respond to government-led investment. CN is proposing to leverage our existing strengths and
drive new city-shaping initiatives through support for SMEs, new partnerships and a reformed
approach to government advocacy. We are proposing five programs of work in the
City-Shaping Initiatives pillar.

1. City Digital Corridor
The investment in fibre conduits off the existing
dark fibre corridor on Hunter Street would be a
transformative piece of infrastructure that would
drive the economic growth of the city. It would
accelerate the transformation of the Newcastle CBD
as an innovation district offering highspeed fibre
connectivity to city centre businesses, thus
enhancing the business attraction capability of the
CBD and Newcastle as an emerging global city.
There is growing international evidence of the value
of city innovation districts. Attraction of digitally
focused businesses supports major city centre
investment in light rail and university campuses.
Timeframe: Continuation / expansion
of program already underway.

2. Gateway Cities Alliance
Gateway Cities are key metropolitan hubs that
service regional Australia and have proven to deliver
sustainable population and economic growth. This
program supports CN’s involvement in the Gateway
Cities Alliance with City of Greater Geelong,
Wollongong City Council and Committee for
Geelong with Wollongong, Newcastle and Deakin
Universities. CN will play an active role in work
streams as we seek to reframe the national
economic development conversation to recognise
the latent potential and opportunity that exists in
Gateway Cities (Second Cities), particularly in light of
the COVID-19 economic crisis.

3. Government Relations
Advocacy Action Plan
The proposed program is to develop an
Advocacy Action Plan for key policy
recommendations and funding requests to
State and Federal Governments. The Advocacy
Action Plan would be developed in partnership
with key local stakeholders and include
step-by-step goals to ensure a robust and
evidence-based proposal supplement to key
funding proposals.
Timeframe: 2021/22

4. City of Newcastle Policy
Statements

		

Would continue and expand the work of The
Newcastle Responses, created by the City
Taskforce. Four policy statements would be
developed each year with input / guidance
from the Strategy and Innovation Committee of
Council. The policy statements would provide
collaborative governance for the city and enable
local evidence and research to be highlighted.
Timeframe: Continuation of existing
City Taskforce work program.

Timeframe: Continuation of existing
work program.

City of Newcastle

Discussion questions:
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1. How important is the
investment in a City Digital
Corridor for future economic
opportunities in Newcastle?

2. What further actions
could we take to build the
case for Federal / State
Government investment
in Newcastle?

Pillar four:
Vibrant City
“An activated and supportive city for all”
1. City Activation

3. Local Business People

All programs would work in partnership with other CN
Strategies and programs including Newcastle After
Dark Strategy, Newcastle Live Music Strategy,
Newcastle Safe City Plan and Newcastle Events
Plan. There is no debate that Newcastle provides an
amazing lifestyle, and each of the aforementioned
strategies / plans enable the wrap-around economy
of Newcastle to thrive. However, the EDS does not
speak to these strategies / plans in detail, as actions
are captured in these strategies / plans. Over time,
there may be an opportunity to merge these actions
more directly into the EDS.

This program is proposed to provide a central point
of information for local small and medium-sized
businesses and their engagement with local
government. The program seeks to expand from
CN’s traditional role as planning assessors, to
providing more value-add and support to our local
business people. Primarily, this program will involve
the development of a local database and
newsletter, synthesising information from a range of
sources. The Local Business People program will also
support the local Business Improvement
Associations.

Timeframe: Continuation of existing
work program.

2. City Analytics Program “Improving the Cities Knowledge Base”
The aim is for Newcastle to be the most researched /
analysed Gateway City in the world. Our stories will
be understood and replicated across the world. The
program is designed to reform the traditional
government implementation approach by
embedding evaluation into the initial policy design.
We will be seeking to partner with local tertiary
institutions and researchers to drive analysis and
develop a strong evidence base for Newcastle.
The data-driven evaluation of the night-time
economy small bar trial in Newcastle provides a
valuable pilot project.

Timeframe: 2021/22

4. The Newcastle Opportunity
A program to develop and maintain a digital
prospectus for the city, which tells a compelling story
of the people and opportunities that exist in
Newcastle. The prospectus would integrate a suite of
data to become a central place for potential
migrants or prospective business investors to find out
key information about Newcastle. A pilot version of
the program has begun with partnerships across the
region being explored. Economic development
opportunities do not end at the LGA boundary;
therefore a regional approach would deliver the best
results for the Digital Prospectus.
Timeframe: Continuation / expansion
of program already underway.

Timeframe: Implementation in 2021.
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Discussion questions:
1. We’re interested in what you think are
important potential areas for promoting
Newcastle’s economic growth.
Ideas are:
a) business and job opportunities,
b) services, institutions and amenities,
c) big projects and developments; and
d) lifestyle advantages.
Let us know what you think is most
important and why?

City of Newcastle

2. How can we further establish Newcastle as a
testbed for policy / programmatic research?
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You’re encouraged to comment on the questions
and proposed pillars and actions outlined in the
Discussion Paper. By getting involved you can help
shape the development of a new/reimagined
Economic Development Strategy.
How to join the discussion?
This paper is open for comment from Monday 2 November to Friday 4 December. You can
make a submission during this time.
Take our survey at www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/yoursay/ecomonic-development-strategy
Submissions can be emailed to maill@ncc.nsw.gov.au
Submissions can be posted to Attn: Simon Massey, The City of Newcastle, 12 Stewart Avenue,
Newcastle West 2300.

You can also call us on (02) 4974 1300
Please note: All submissions received may in whole or part be referred to within or attached
to the formal report to Council. Please indicate in your submission, whether you approve for
your name/organisation to be included or whether you prefer for you submission to be
published anonymously.

Next steps
City of Newcastle will consider all submissions and feedback received during the discussion
period. The next steps in the development of the Economic Development Strategy will be
reviewing the feedback and insights as part of the Draft Economic Development Strategy,
which will be presented to Council in February 2021.

To remain updated on the progress of the project, you can visit
www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/yoursay/ecomonic-development-strategy
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